
Series of 1886 Silver Dollar Back $5 Silver Certificates 
by Lee Lofthus 

The Series of 1886 five dollar silver certificates, popularly known as “Silver Dollar Backs,” are 
highly coveted by numismatists for their elaborate and artistic designs.  Largely unknown is their 
controversial beginning during a period of contentious debate between pro-silver and pro-gold forces in 
the country.  This is the story of the iconic silver certificates with the five 1886 Morgan silver dollars on 
the back.  

Small Denomination Silver Certificates 
Prior to the summer of 1886, silver certificates were authorized to be issued in denominations of 

ten, twenty, fifty, one hundred, five hundred, and one thousand dollars, but no smaller denominations. 
Similarly, Gold Certificates of the 1882 Department Series widely circulated, but in denominations of $20 
and above.  The need for the smaller $1, $2, and $5 denominations was filled by Legal Tender notes. 
However, the currency landscape changed significantly with the Act of August 4, 1886, when the 
issuance of silver certificates was authorized by Congress in denominations below ten dollars, i.e. one, 
two, and five dollar notes.  Treasury designated the new certificates the Series of 1886. 

The small denomination silver certificates were needed to help sop up the tens of millions of 
silver dollars that were piling up in the Treasury vaults.  Since 1879, Philadelphia and the branch mints 
were coining roughly 28 million silver dollars annually.  Most went into vault storage since only four or 
five million made it into actual circulation each year.  Consequently, by the time the new small 
denomination silver certificates were being contemplated in 1886, the Treasury had amassed over 181 
million newly minted silver dollars in its vaults. The enormous number of $1,000 face value bags of silver 
dollars in the Treasury vaults would back the large printings of lower denomination silver certificates.   
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Figure 1 Pro-silver political 
interests in the country 
successfully gained legislation in 
1878 that required the monthly 
purchase of domestic silver for 
coining into silver dollars. 
Treasury’s vaults were soon 
filled with $1,000 bags of silver 
dollars that were unwanted in 
circulation except for a few 
western states.  Photo courtesy 
of the Library of Congress.   

Bimetallism and the Silver Question 
The seeds of the Series of 1886 silver certificates were sown eight years earlier with the passage 

of the Bland-Allison Act in 1878, pro-silver legislation that was passed only after Congress overrode a 
veto by Republican President Rutherford B. Hayes.  Hayes felt the Act, which required the government to 
purchase $2 million to $4 million of domestic silver a month and mint standard silver dollars that 
contained less than a dollar’s worth of silver, was detrimental to a sound financial system.  Hayes also 
saw that provisions in the Act for the acceptance of silver dollars in payment of customs dues would 
deprive the Treasury of its gold revenues, as coin holders would naturally use the lesser-valued silver 
dollars to pay their duties rather than gold coin.   

Hayes was supported by sound-money gold advocates and Eastern bankers, but arrayed against 
him was a formidable silver faction, a combination of friends of the mine owners of the great Comstock 
Lode in Nevada and the rich Colorado mines plus representatives, many from agricultural states, who 
sought greater a money supply in general. Among this group were Democratic Senator Richard “Silver 
Dick” Bland of Missouri, Republicans William Allison and John Kasson of Iowa, and Republican 
William Kelley of Pennsylvania, to name just a few. 

Hayes argued his case but could not derail the single-minded silver faction.  The Congress and its 
pro-silver forces, primarily from the Western mining states, overrode the presidential veto and the silver 
bill was passed.  The Western states support for silver dollars was epitomized by a petition sent to 
Congress on February 18, 1886, by 115 citizens of Wyoming Territory, entitled “praying for the 
continued coinage of the standard silver dollar.”    

Pro-silver forces also pushed through other legislation to aid their interests.  The Act of July 12, 
1882, authorized a new series of gold certificates, but also included a provision that authorized both gold 
and silver certificates to be held by banks as reserves, another coup for the silver forces as it created a 
sustainable use for more silver certificates and hence more minting of silver dollars. The silver faction 
also managed to include in the 1882 Act a provision that prohibited any national bank from joining any 
clearing house that refused to use silver certificates in settling balances.   

Grover Cleveland, a Democrat, took office as president in March 1885, facing the continued 
crisis with the government’s subsidized silver purchases, which were vainly trying to prop up ever-falling 
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Figure 2.  Edward Graves, right, was the BEP 
chief who championed the new artistic designs 
and used on the Series of 1886 silver 
certificates and oversaw automation of the 
presses needed to meet the large demand for 
them.  Lorenzo Hatch, left, was the renowned 
BEP engraver who engraved the silver dollars 
on the back and vignette of Ulysses S. Grant 
on the face of the $5s. Photographs courtesy of 
the BEP and Heritage Auctions.  

silver prices.  The domestic silver woes were compounded by, and inextricably linked with, falling silver 
prices overseas, particularly in Europe where England and France faced similar silver miseries. 

Cleveland and his new Treasury secretary, Daniel Manning, moved quickly to find a use for the 
stockpiled silver.  Treasury immediately took action to curtail the small denomination legal tender notes 
in circulation, thus creating a void that could be filled by either the unlikely actual use of silver dollars in 
commerce, or, if approved by Congress, by new small denomination silver certificates.  After a report to 
Congress by the Treasury in March 1886, which cautioned again of the ills of unlimited free coinage of 
silver, pro-silver factions in Congress dodged any rational action to curtail silver purchases. Instead, 
Congress took a work-around action and authorized new silver certificates in the denominations of $1, $2, 
and $5 to fill the void created by the withdrawal of the small denomination legal tenders.  Thus was born 
a new series of paper currency whose beauty did not convey the monetary and political turmoil behind its 
issue.   

BEP Prepares the Series of 1886 
With the authorization of the new denominations, the BEP began work on the new designs. 

Edward Graves, Chief of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP), reported in October 1886 that the 
engravers had completed the one dollar Martha Washington dies on September 6, 1886, with the first 
delivery of printed notes sent to the Treasurer on September 20th.  Graves proudly pointed out the BEP 
prepared the new design, engraved the dies, made the plates, and printed the sheets in less than seven 
weeks from the passage of the authorizing legislation.  

The plates for the two dollar Winfield Scott Hancock notes were prepared next, with the first 
notes arriving at Treasury on November 27, 1886.  The new one- and two-dollar certificates were well 
received, with a New York Times headline reading “Designs for the One and Two Dollar Bills – 
Handsome Portraits of Martha Washington and General W. S. Hancock Adorn Them.”   
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The five dollar design, with Ulysses S. Grant on the face and the array of five Morgan silver 
dollars on the back, was prepared last, with work beginning in early October.  BEP engraver Lorenzo 
Hatch engraved Grant’s portrait for the face and also the elaborate silver dollar design for the back.  The 
Times again reported on the coming new designs, telling its readers on November 14, 1886, that the new 
five dollar certificates would have a back in a light shade of green, with “five standard silver dollars 
grouped so as to overlap each other.”  The first of the $5 silver certificates of the new design were 
delivered to the Treasurer on February 9, 1887.   

Engraver Hatch was employed by BEP from April 1879 to December 1887, being hired after one 
of his engravings of President Washington caught the attention of O. H. Irish, the then-chief of the BEP. 
The Series 1886 $5 silver certificate was one of Hatch’s last and crowning BEP  achievements, but it was 
one among many.  After his retirement, Hatch’s engravings were used for the Grant and Sheridan 
portraits on the back of the $5 Series 1896 Educational silver certificates, and for the Robert Fulton and 
Samuel Morse portrait engravings on the back of the $2 Educational notes. 

Hatch moved on from the BEP to a Chicago bank note engraving firm in 1888, and soon after 
became the head engraver for the American Bank Note Company in New York.  When the government of 
China wanted to improve the security and quality of its paper money and stamp production, Hatch went to 
China with his family in 1908 to advise on setting up new currency production capabilities modeled after 
the procedures used by the U.S. Bureau of Engraving & Printing.  Hatch died in China in 1914 at age 58.  

Graves took pains to note in his 1886 annual report to the Secretary of the Treasury that in 
preparing the new Series, “the so-called patent lettering has been discarded.  This change has not only led 
to better and more artistic results, but has greatly reduced the expenses of the engraving branch.  It is the 
purpose to gradually replace the plates produced by this method with new plates engraved by hand.”  It 
was this burst of BEP’s engraving artistry that created the now-revered numismatic classics like the 
Hancock Deuce, the Silver Dollar Back fives, and the Martha one-dollar bill.  The same artistic 
reawakening extended to national bank notes, as the patent lettering was abandoned for the lettering in the 
title blocks and replaced with new layouts, premier among them being the elegant “Circus Posters” that 
came along in 1886-87 on the Series 1882 Brown Back $5 nationals for some 50 lucky banks.   

The BEP produced the Series 1886 notes in sheet form, but due to an arrangement directed in 
1885 by newly appointed Secretary Manning, the sheets were sent to the Treasurer’s office for the 
overprinting of the seals and separation into individual notes.  See Huntoon and Lofthus 2014. The 
sealing and separating work did not return to the BEP until 1910 when BEP Chief Joseph Ralph 
convinced Congress the work could be done more efficiently, at a lower cost and with equal security, if 
carried out at the BEP.   

Silver Dollar Back Production 
The Silver Dollar Back five dollar notes were printed for six years between fiscal years 1887 and 

1892.  The Grant $5 face design continued as part of the Series of 1891 for another six years, but the 
fancy silver dollar back was replaced by a more open design believed to be a better deterrent to 
counterfeiting.  Both the old and new Grant $5 designs were produced in fiscal year 1892 (July 1, 1891 to 
June 30, 1892).  

The large printings of the Series of 1886 small denomination certificates required the BEP to 
implement labor saving devices.  In January 1887, the BEP began to print the backs of the $1 Martha 
Washington notes on steam presses in lieu of hand operated presses.  The backs for the $2 Hancock notes 
followed at the end of April 1887, and the five dollar backs came after that.  The BEP reported that 210 
employees working with steam powered presses could perform the work of at least 335 employees 
working hand spider presses.   
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Figure 3.  the Silver Dollar 
Back five dollar notes were 
printed for six years between 
fiscal years 1887 and 1892. 
This page from the BEP 
master printing ledger by 
series shows the production by 
fiscal year for the Silver Dollar 
Backs and other Series of 1886 
denominations.  Image from 
U.S. Treasury holdings in the 
National Archives. 

Design Variations 
For a short lived series, the Silver Dollar Backs are replete with varieties.  The six year 

production of Silver Dollar Backs saw four signature combinations mixed with four varieties of Treasury 
seals.  While famous old-time collectors like Albert Grinnell sought one of every variety, most collectors 
today seek a single note to represent the type, or seek the various seal designs.   

Combined, there are seven varieties of Silver Dollar Backs:  Rosecrans/Jordan with small plain 
red seal; Rosecrans/Hyatt small plain red seal; Rosecrans/Hyatt large peach (often cited as red) seal; 
Rosecrans/Huston large peach seal; Rosecrans/Huston large brown seal; Rosecrans/Nebeker large brown 
seal; and Rosecrans/Nebeker small red scalloped seal.  The notes carry Friedberg numbers Fr. 259 
through Fr. 265.   

Hoards of the Rosecrans/Hyatt large peach seal variety, as well as hoards of the brown seal 
Rosecrans/Huston notes, have surfaced over the years and made it into numismatic circles.  These hoards, 
with a fair number of notes of each variety clustered in several serial number groupings, have provided a 
supply of higher graded notes for the unwavering numismatic demand.   

The first signature combination, Rosecrans/Jordan with the small plain red seal, and the last 
combination, Rosecrans/Nebeker with the small red scalloped seal, are scarcer varieties, as are the 
Rosecrans/Huston large peach seal and particularly the Rosecrans/Nebeker large brown seal notes. 

Extensive Circulation 
The new Series of 1886 silver certificates were a huge success in spite of the silver controversy 

that spawned them.  Early on demand far outstripped supply and U.S. Treasurer Conrad Jordan 
announced that the Treasury could not furnish more than $80,000 of the new one dollar notes a day [N.Y. 
Times, Oct 2, 1886].  Bank orders were limited to 1,000 notes at a time in order to spread the $80,000 
daily limit among as many banks as possible.  It wasn’t until almost a year later that the Washington Post 
reported that the Treasurer had finally accumulated “a supply of one and two dollar silver certificates 
sufficient to meet the current heavy demand, [and] has arranged for the prompt delivery of these notes to 
banks, bankers, and others. . . .” [Washington Post, Aug. 15, 1887]. 
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Figure 4.   A collectors dream:  this rare 
1890 photograph shows two Bureau of 
Engraving employees with stacks of 
uncut currency sheets. Prominently 
visible are stacks of $5 Silver Dollar 
backs and $10 “Tombstone” silver 
certificate sheets.  Photograph courtesy 
of the Library of Congress.  

Ultimately, Secretary of the Treasury Charles S. Fairchild was able to report in 1887 that “The 
five, two, and one dollar [silver] certificates furnish a convenient currency, and it is evident that the future 
use of the silver dollar will be almost exclusively in that form.”  

The new small denomination silver certificates filled pockets and cash registers across the 
country.  Treasury reported that as of July 1, 1887, the circulation of coin and paper money in 
denominations less than $20 had expanded by $109 million, and almost all the increase was in the form of 
the new small denominations.  BEP Chief Graves noted that except for lack of operating funds, he could 
have produced even more small denomination silver certificates to meet demand.   

In 1888 the new series really took off, with silver certificate circulation increasing from $142.1 
million to $229.8 million, an increase of 61 percent.   The Post reported on May 11, 1888 that “The 
Bureau of Engraving and Printing is engaged night and day in printing one and two dollar silver 
certificates, and to date has finished $26,000,000 ones and $17,000,000 twos.” 1888 and 1889 were the 
high water years for printing the Silver Dollar backs.  Because silver dollars themselves were still 
unpopular except in parts of the west, the silver certificates took their place in circulation.  Treasury 
reported in 1888 that “the circulating medium in small denominations has been largely converted into 
silver certificates.”  

Treasury’s satisfaction with the new silver notes was did not mean the government was satisfied 
with the silver problem itself.  Treasury Secretary Fairchild lamented the continued minting of vast 
quantities of silver dollars, saying “It is seldom that any one wishes to have his silver certificate 
exchanged for the silver dollar itself, consequently a limited number of coined dollars” would be 
sufficient to back the circulating notes.  He continued: “it is a waste to coin  and store any more silver 
dollars at present.  There is no function which those that are coined after this time will probably ever 
perform, except to lie in Government vaults and be a basis upon which silver certificates can be 
issued.”   

Fairchild was right, but the 1878 Bland-Allison Act required that the government-purchased 
silver be coined into silver dollars in order to back silver certificates – bullion would not do.  Treasury 
was stuck with the expense of coining and storing bulky dollars that would not circulate instead of more 
conveniently storing silver bars.   

Knowing a direct attack on the silver purchases and the silver dollar would likely be unsuccessful, 
Fairchild attempted to take some sensible measure to stop the minting of unneeded silver dollars but still 
appease the silver faction.  He proposed that Treasury be permitted to back silver certificates with bullion 
silver, not coined silver dollars, but opposition from the silver faction meant his idea would wait another 
48 years to be implemented, when FDR and Congress approved the Series of 1934 small size silver 
certificates.   
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Figure 5.   Another rare 
photograph shows a BEP 
employee applying serial 
numbers to sheets of Silver 
Dollar Backs.  Photograph 
courtesy of the Library of 
Congress.  

 Conclusion 
During the heyday of the Series of 1886 Silver Dollar Backs, Treasury officials were sorely 

conflicted over the monetization of silver because they perceived it as being highly inflationary, many 
preferring a rigid gold standard.  Treasury and the BEP took understandable great pride in the artistic 
designs of the Series of 1886 notes, yet both the Republican administration of Hayes and the Democratic 
administration of Cleveland alike were against the unlimited issue of silver coinage or silver backed 
money.  The 1880’s gold vs. silver debate was still largely regionally driven rather than political party 
driven, with western mining interests and their allies finding opponents among both Democrats and 
Republicans.  The William Jennings Bryan (D) vs. William McKinley (R) “Cross of Gold” party lines 
would not be fully drawn until the presidential elections of the 1890’s.  

Meanwhile, the late 1880’s perspective of the Treasury Department was succinctly summarized 
by Secretary Fairchild, who felt it was his duty to warn Congress about the pitfalls of an over-minted 
standard silver dollar “and its representative, the certificate, [which] are so widely distributed.”  He 
characterized the vast hoard of silver dollars in the Treasury vaults as a “reservoir which held the silver 
dollars that people did not want. . . .”  Fairchild worried that a flood of silver coin and currency would 
depreciate compared to gold coin and hurt American consumers.  When the nation faced the financial 
crisis of 1893, time would prove Fairchild right on both counts.   

The Panic of 1893 set in as fear that the United States would adopt an inflationary silver standard 
caused gold to pour out of the Treasury.  European holders of U.S. securities cashed out in gold, and 
Americans holding legal tender notes redeemed them at such a pace they drew out more gold from 
Treasury in seven months than had been redeemed over the prior thirteen years combined. The ill-advised 
Sherman Silver Purchase Act of 1890 failed to prop up falling silver prices.  Worse, the government 
purchased the silver with Treasury notes of 1890, which were redeemable in gold, further draining the 
Treasury.  Gold was at a premium, silver’s value was declining as Fairchild predicted, and by summer 
citizens were hoarding cash of any kind.  Many banks curtailed cash payments, and a full scale crisis was 
at hand.     
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Cleveland called an emergency session of Congress in August 1893 to stem the crisis. After a 
three month struggle with the never-say-die silver faction, Cleveland cobbled together enough sound-
money Democrats and Republicans to repeal the Sherman Act on November 2, 1893, and end the silver 
purchases. It would take the rest of the decade for the silver vs. gold debate to resolve itself.    

Today’s numismatists share none of Treasury’s 1880-90 era misgivings about silver-backed paper 
money. Instead, they avidly collect the Series of 1886 Silver Dollar Backs and their renowned one-and 
two-dollar brethren with the same enthusiasm that the notes were greeted by the public back in those 
distant times.  The notes are numismatic icons, scarce and beautiful representatives of a growing 
industrial nation and its burgeoning power.   
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